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Abstract
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) owns or operates 236 locks at
191 sites, more than half of which have surpassed their 50-year design life.
There are increasing concerns about their continued safe, reliable operation
into the future, especially considering the fact that routine maintenance,
lock dewaterings, and inspections sometimes occur at less than optimal intervals. Although critical repairs are prioritized, delayed maintenance increases the risk of failures that result in lock closures. One significant factor
that contributes greatly to the difficulty of lock condition assessment is that
much of the lock infrastructure typically remains under water. When a lock
is dewatered, it is common to find previously unidentified distress, deterioration, and damage. To address such maintenance issues, there is an increasing need to gather more accurate information on repair needs and to
prioritize those repairs. This work investigated types and frequencies of lock
failures so that sensors can be used more effectively to identify imminent
lock operational failures and concerns for ongoing lock reliability. Numerous data sources were used to collect these data, even though most of these
sources were not created for the purpose of collecting the type of data the
work investigated. The data gap is also discussed in the report.

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products.
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) owns or operates 236 locks at
191 sites (HQUSACE 2016). Although the locks at these sites generally perform reliably, more than half of these structures have surpassed their 50year economic design life, and as such, there are increasing concerns about
their continued safe, reliable operation. Specifically, questions exist regarding the adequacy, cost, and effectiveness of routine maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation.
As locks age and components wear or otherwise deteriorate, there is a correspondingly greater need for closer monitoring of the infrastructure.
However, despite the fact that lock infrastructure is aging, routine maintenance, lock dewaterings, and inspections sometimes occur less frequently
than they have in the past due to fiscal limitations. Consequently, the repair backlog at some locations is increasing, leaving some gates to operate
in less than optimal condition. For example, if gates have deteriorated
paint or lack cathodic protection then structural section loss will increase.
Although critical repairs are prioritized, delayed maintenance increases
the risk of operational or catastrophic failure that results in lock closures.
In fact, scheduled closures (generally for maintenance and repair) and unscheduled closures due to weather, collisions, and other reasons beside
compromised infrastructure reliability, cause far more lock closures than
operational failure of the lock infrastructure. However, of all closures, unscheduled closures are generally more disruptive and costly to the commercial lock users.
There is a need to regularly assess the condition of locks to detect signs of
imminent failure, to minimize unscheduled closure, and to ensure that
scheduled closures for maintenance and repair (M&R) are necessary and
effective. One significant factor that contributes greatly to the difficulty of
lock condition assessment, and that accounts for why lock repairs can be
difficult to plan, prioritize, and accomplish is that much of the lock infrastructure typically remains under water. It is typical to assess lock conditions based on above water visual inspection, on equipment behavior when
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gates are operated, and sometimes also on underwater inspections. Nevertheless, it is common to find previously unidentified distress, deterioration, and damage when a lock is dewatered. Maintenance personnel expect
a certain amount of unforeseen damage on dewatering, and are prepared
to include some unexpected repairs. However, conditions where unforeseen damages exceed the capability to repair during the scheduled dewatering period can result in extended closure, or a return to operation
with some infrastructure concerns unaddressed. This is an important issue
since such uncompleted repairs can in turn lead to an increased frequency
of dewaterings to maintain operational reliability.
To address these maintenance issues, there is an increasing need to gather
more accurate information on repair needs and to prioritize those repairs.
Improved, affordable sensor technologies that can perform real-time monitoring of lock and lock gate conditions may fill this need. This work was
undertaken to investigate types and frequencies of lock failures so sensors
can be used more effectively to identify imminent lock operational failures
and concerns for ingoing lock reliability.

1.2

Objective
The objectives of this work were to:
1. Determine the conditions and other issues that currently lead to lock closures and/or catastrophic failures
2. Identify sources of data that can be used to predict those lock closures
and/or catastrophic failures
3. Analyze the information to help identify how sensors may be used to collect useful information related to lock condition and behavior
4. Make recommendations to enable development of the data collection most
appropriate to address these maintenance issues and that will help assign
resources to maximize potential benefits.

1.3

Approach
This work investigated records of historic unscheduled outages due to lock
gate failures to determine the operational issues to be assessed and reported to the lock personnel. It was assumed that historical data could
provide information on the environmental events and component failures
that have caused shutdowns. A number of relevant data sources were
known and, in the course of this work, additional data sources were identi-
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fied. Further information was collected through interviews with experienced USACE employees who shared their insights and experiences related to lock operation, reliability, and repairs. From this collective information, an initial list of monitoring needs was developed based on a review and discussion of historical records.
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2

Failure History Data Sources
In order to use sensors and monitoring data to more effectively detect infrastructure conditions leading to unscheduled lock closure, it is critical to
determine what components have historically led to closures, the conditions leading up to these failures, the specifics of the failure modes and
how they can be detected most effectively. Only then can the monitoring
be most effectively focused on the highest priority failure modes. This
chapter discusses some of the relevant information sources and what was
found when they were investigated.

2.1

Lock Performance Monitoring System (LPMS)
Data on scheduled and unscheduled lock closures are entered into LPMS.
This is typically done by the lock operator, but can also be done by the
lockmaster or other lock personnel such as equipment mechanics. Lock
operators typically have less training and experience than other lock personnel or District engineers and technicians, and are often less familiar
with the lock infrastructure. However, while LPMS is a good place to capture closures, it may not be as good for capturing data on infrastructure
failures that result in unscheduled closures.
2.1.1 Failure-related data in LPMS
While LPMS can capture limited information on scheduled and unscheduled lock closures, it was not set up to capture failure data. It is an operational database primarily designed to capture lockages and tonnage. The
following LPMS data fields relate to scheduled and unscheduled lock closures, including those attributable to failing or failed lock infrastructure:
•
•
•
•
•

Location (Engineer Reporting Organization Code [EROC], River code,
Lock #)
Begin stop date/time
End stop date/time
Scheduled (Y/N)
Reason code.

LPMS includes 34 closures reasons in six different categories:
•
•
•

weather conditions
surface conditions
tow conditions
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•
•
•

5

lock conditions
other conditions
unknown.

Appendix A contains the entire list of LPMS reason codes. Of these six categories, only the lock conditions reason codes are clearly relevant to infrastructure issues. Reason codes to more specifically designate types of accidents and collisions would be useful. However, one would expect that the
reason code “Accident or collision in lock” in the Lock Conditions category
would be used if accidents or collisions occurred in the lock. Regardless,
the reason codes most relevant to infrastructure issues relate to allisions
and the four reason codes listed in bold in Table 2-1.
These LPMS codes do not provide details on what components were involved in causing the unscheduled closure. Missing details include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the specific component
what happened to the component
how the condition was discovered
whether the lock was inoperable or if it was undesirable to continue operation
how the condition impacted operation
the age, condition, and maintenance history of the component.
Table 2-1. LPMS lock condition reason codes.
Reason code

Description*

AA

Accident or collision in lock

BB

Closed (unmanned shift)

EE

Repairing lock or lock hardware

Q

Debris in lock recess or lock chamber

R

Lock hardware or equipment malfunction

M

Tow staff occupied with other duties

T

Maintaining lock or lock equipment

U

Ice on lock or lock equipment

Y

Inspection or testing lock

*Bold-faced

entries are the most relevant to infrastructure issues.
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2.1.2 Definitions and descriptions of LPMS reason codes
In the course of investigating the LPMS data, it was learned that the specifics of many data fields are left undefined:
1. There is no standard definition of how to categorize closures as scheduled
or unscheduled. An informal survey of engineers and managers responsible for maintenance and repair of navigation infrastructure resulted in a
variety of opinions on how far in advance scheduled repairs must be announced, ranging from 72 hours to more than a year. The most relevant
definition of unscheduled is any closure with a lead time too small to allow
shippers time to adjust. This means that the lead time is different for every
lock and will vary, typically by season.
2. One might expect that, if a reason code R (a malfunction) were entered into
LPMS, it might be followed by reason code EE or possibly T or Y (repairing,
maintaining, inspecting). On investigation of LPMS data, this was not found
to be the case. Users entered one code or the other, but not both sequentially.
3. There are three slightly different reason codes for collisions or accidents
that include both accidents and collisions. In one case, the collision is specifically in the lock. In another, the accident is a tow accident. Otherwise,
the reason codes are non-specific. It appears that in two cases, accidents
could include personnel from the tow having fallen overboard or become
injured, as well as accidents involving other people. None of these codes
mention allisions.
4. There is a reason code for debris and another for debris in the lock.
5. There is no guidance on which code to use if more than one is applicable to
the situation.
6. There is no guidance on selecting whether the repair was scheduled or unscheduled. This would seem to be a straight-forward question but as discussed
in the next section, the entered data is often not what might be expected.
Without clear definitions of the reason codes, there can be no expectation
that closures due to similar conditions will be entered in LPMS using the
same reason code.
2.1.3 LPMS lock closure data
LPMS data for scheduled and unscheduled closures from 2007 to 2013
were obtained and reviewed. Appendix B contains a sample of these records. The records for 2007 to 2011 were limited to entries of closures no
longer than 1 month even when the closure extended much longer. These
monthly records were combined. For the 7 years, there were 297 records
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listing unscheduled closures of greater than 24 hours for lock condition
reason codes AA, EE, Q, R, S, and T. These records were further investigated by contacting district personnel. No further information was gained
for 112 records. Of the remaining 185 records, 104 were determined to be
for scheduled closures. Of the remaining 81 records, listed and categorized
in Table 2-2, 45 were due to non-mechanical issues such as winter closures, debris, extended closures of auxiliary locks due to low priority, and
extra days to complete scheduled repairs.
Table 2-2 roughly categorizes the mechanical breakdowns. None are for a
component or in a gate location that is particularly frequent. Instead, there
are a few breakdowns in each of many different locations. This makes
sense. Among other factors, breakdowns occur due to design weaknesses,
overstresses, wear out, and inadequate maintenance. One goal of the engineers and maintenance crews is to identify components that need maintenance or repair to avoid breakdowns. While they may have to focus more
effort on certain components, one indicator of success is that no particular
component of the gates suffers an inordinate number of breakdowns.
Table 2-2. LPMS unscheduled lock conditions, 2007-13.
Condition

Occurrences

Non-specific miter gate repairs, replacement, damage, failure, etc.

8

Various gate gears issues

3

Cable and chain issues

0

Limit switch

1

Hydraulics

2

Gate anchorage, anchor bolts, anchor bars, pins, etc.

2

Gate cracks or structural failure

2

Barge accidents

1

Electrical and power control issues

0

Gate noise

0

Gate vibrations

0

Diagonal or strap

5

Strut arm, attachment or pin

4

Quoin block repairs

2

Gudgeon

2

Bottom seal

0

Valve issues

1

Pintle issues

3

Various non-mechanical reasons

45
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2.2

8

Headquarters Navigation Branch Emergency Closure Study
(1999–2005)
Headquarters USACE Navigation Branch wanted to collect more detailed
information on emergency closures than what was currently available from
other sources. A data call was made to Districts and Divisions that resulted
in the records (included in Appendix C). These records are the most detailed compiled listing of unscheduled lock closures that were found in the
course of this investigation.
The text of the data call request was not available and details of the information sought were unclear. The data seem to indicate either the request
was not very specific or some of the responders did not follow directions,
whatever they were. For example, MVR reported closures for flood repairs
at numerous locks in 2001, but there was no other mention of flood damage. There are only five instances of lock closure due to barge impact, although the USACE Great Lakes and Ohio River Division (LRD) reported
many more barge impacts on the Ohio and Monongahela with no listed
closure time. Unfortunately, while about 20 closures list gates that were
repaired, replaced, changed, installed, etc., none mention specific issues. It
is likely that some of the closures were not emergency closures and may
have even been scheduled.
Table 2-3 lists these reported emergency closures roughly categorized by
cause. (Appendix D includes a full listing.) If more specific descriptions
were provided of the 21 emergency closures for non-specific miter gate repair, it might be possible to relate more closures to specific causes. However, as the data stand, the current list reinforces what was seen in the investigated LPMS closures. A wide variety of issues lead to emergency closures, yet no specific problem(s) that frequently cause unscheduled closures were identified.
Table 2-3. Types of emergency closures 1999-2005.
Cause
Non-specific miter gate repairs, replacement, damage, failure, etc.

Occurrences
21

Various gate gear issues

5

Cable and chain issues

7

Limit switch

0

Hydraulics

3

Gate anchorage, anchor bolts, anchor bars, pins, etc.

4

Gate cracks or structural failure

7
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Occurrences

Barge accidents

5

Electrical and power control issues

1

Gate noise

4

Gate vibrations

4

Diagonal or strap

4

Strut arm, attachment or pin

3

Contact block repairs

4

Gudgeon

2

Bottom seal

5

Valve issues

2

Pintle issues

2

Various non-mechanical reasons

36

Flood damage repair (other repairs could be from flood damage)

11

Incident reports
EP 1130-2-520, Navigation and Dredging Operations and Maintenance
Guidance and Procedures (HQUSACE 1996) requires districts to report
accident and equipment failures through their Division office to Headquarters (italics added for emphasis):
EP 1130-2-520, Chapter 2
2-6. Special Reports.
a.

Changes affecting navigation will be made promptly whenever information of immediate concern to navigation becomes known. Refer to ER
1130-2-520 for the circumstances requiring special reports. Items of information especially desired are: (1) channel condition as revealed by
surveys; (2) changes in channel conditions, either by natural causes or by
dredging or other work; (3) changes in approved projects for improvement with statements of results expected from proposed-operations; (4)
descriptions of proposed dredging or other Federal work of improvement
such as breakwater, pier, and revetment construction or alterations; (5)
descriptions of proposed or completed municipal or private improvements in or affecting navigable waters; (6) accidents or equipment failures at USACE locks and dams or along navigable waterways, that will
result in closure of the lock or waterway for 24 hours or more, or will
result in a significant impact to navigation. For item (6), district commanders are to forward an incident report to HQUSACE (CECW-OD)
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through their MSC office as soon as possible following the incident. Reporting of navigation incidents to CECW-OD is required even though the
districts may be sending situation reports to the HQ Emergency Operations Center during natural disasters or more regional or localized
events.

Cursory checking indicates that personnel are aware of this requirement
and that they typically comply. Because these are incident (and not failure)
reports, they may not contain all the details such as make, model, age, etc.,
but they do often explain what component failed, and how and why it
failed. Appendix E includes a sample incident report. Unfortunately,
HQUSACE does not maintain an archive of these submittals. Although
they do not typically include some of the desirable information, they would
very likely provide a good understanding of the types of issues that lead to
unscheduled equipment failures and accidents and contacts for additional
information. The event descriptions could also provide details to supplement failure reports from other sources.

2.4

Navigation notices
Corps Districts typically post notices to industry of scheduled and unscheduled lock closures. These notices may occur long before the closure
or after it has started. The notice will summarize the reason for the closure, include an estimate of when the lock will reopen or (for more uncertain situations) estimates of the next steps. Information on alternative
routes, queuing, and locations for tows to wait may be included. While the
notices will usually give a good indication of the cause of the closure, they
do not typically give many of the details of what broke and why. Appendix
F includes a sample navigation notice.

2.5

Lock logbooks and maintenance cards
At one time, many lock projects recorded nearly all maintenance, repairs,
and infrastructure-related closures in a log book or on maintenance cards.
With the introduction of LPMS and the Facilities Equipment and Maintenance (FEM) program, these paper records lost favor. In many locations,
continued use of logbooks and maintenance cards was discouraged. Unfortunately, in many cases, the data were not captured in the newer electronic
tools either. Increasingly few projects continue to maintain these records.
Appendix G includes examples of various maintenance and repair records

10
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but logbooks and maintenance cards were not reviewed for useful information.

2.6

Division maintenance and repair records
Some projects, regional offices, Districts, and Divisions keep their own records of lock repairs and closures in addition to any standard USACE records. Appendix H includes two examples of summaries of repairs performed in the USACE Louisville District (LRL) and LRD, and Appendix I
includes a summary of lock closures in the Mississippi Valley Division
(MVD). The LRL record lists major issues addressed during dewaterings
over a period of years. The LRD record lists scheduled, unscheduled, and
performed repair and major maintenance data for LRD from 2005 to
2010. Often this type of information is collected post hoc, which can reduce the integrity of the information. Many of the dates for start and end
of the closure do not match the data entered into LPMS. This may be due
to a delay in entering the information, or it could be due to differences in
perspective between the operators and engineers. The MVD list of lock closures is a new initiative that was not compared to LPMS closure data because the dates of obtained data only overlap for four closures.

11
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Recording and Reporting Data
To determine and predict lock infrastructure component failures, it is important to have good information on the reliability of lock components.
USACE does not systematically collect information needed for estimating
failure rates. The future of USACE data collection related to infrastructure
reliability is likely to include the use of FEM. The open question is whether
this will be accomplished in a way that provides robust data that include
the details needed to accurately estimate reliability. This chapter, although
not comprehensive, briefly discusses some of the concerns.

3.1

Facilities Equipment Maintenance (FEM)
FEM is a USACE software program based on the IBM product named “Maximo.” FEM is primarily a maintenance management tool used for scheduling and tracking maintenance, parts, labor, other resources, budget items,
and costs related to maintaining a given infrastructure. A key part of FEM is
the use of job plans for recurring work, work requests for non-recurring
work, and a tracking system for all work and related resources.
Table 3-1 lists the FEM modules and application available to support collection of cradle-to-grave asset costs.
Table 3-1. FEM Modules.
Module

Description

Asset Module Applications
Asset

Used to track physical assets, to define relationships between
assets, and to manage assets throughout their life cycles. The
defined relationships serve to build asset hierarchies.

Inventory Module Applications
Item Master/Inventory
Inventory Usage
Tools/Stocked Tools

Used to build and store information about all aspects of
inventory materials, monitor the storeroom balance of inventory
items and tools, and track the cost of inventory stock reorder
items when stock is low.

Planning Module Applications
Job Plans

Used to create and manage Job Plan records, which contain job
tasks and information regarding estimated labor hours,
materials, services, and tools that are required for the work.

Preventive Maintenance Module Applications
Preventive Maintenance

Used to create PM records (PMs) that can generate PM Work
Orders for documenting scheduled maintenance that is
performed on a time or meter-based frequency.
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Description

Purchasing Module Applications
Purchase Requisitions

Used to create and view purchase requisitions (PRS) for items,
supplies, and services. PR information is sent via an interface to
CEFMS from FEM.

Resources Module Applications
Crafts
Qualifications

Used to identify project/site/organization crafts (skill sets).
Used to create qualification records (i.e. certificates, licenses,
etc.) for use on Labor records to document employee’s
qualifications.

Work Orders Module Applications
Work Request and tracking Used to create basic work orders, report problems or
malfunctions, or request work to be done.
Labor Reporting
Used to create and process work orders from planning the work
to documentation of the labor, material and services used
(beginning to end).
Used to report hours of work performed against a Work Order.

As discussed in Section 2.5, before the introduction of FEM, many projects
kept hardcopy maintenance records for their lock infrastructure. An important capability within FEM is routine maintenance management. A primary component of this is the use of a recurring scheduled maintenance
plan. This has largely replaced the paper records. Labor requirements,
parts, tools, and consumables can also be identified and readied for use
based on requirements set up in FEM. Although FEM can also capture corrective maintenance, this data entry is not yet as well implemented within
USACE. Some districts use FEM to record labor and track inventory.
FEM includes data fields for capturing information on the failure of components. It does this primarily through pick lists for Failure Classes, Problems, Causes, and Remedies. FEM presents opportunities for systematically capturing, organizing, and archiving information on faults and failures of infrastructure components. USACE has developed neither a policy
nor objectives for collection of data regarding reliability of infrastructure.
Section 3.2 further discusses information that might be collected to better
determine the reliability of USACE infrastructure.

3.2

Recording data
3.2.1 Inventory
USACE has no comprehensive record of navigation components. Creating
an inventory is a substantial effort but it is not just a failure reporting task.
It is an integral step in implementing a maintenance management system
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such as FEM. All tasks need to be tied to a component. The quality and detail of the inventory will determine the effort to create it and the uses that
can be made from it. Age, size, type, manufacturer, location, usage, and
many other details can enhance capabilities to effectively and efficiently
manage infrastructure.
Recording the installation date would seem relatively easy and straightforward, but it is not. The primary complication is determining whether a rehabilitated component is considered “new” when a portion of its parts have
been repaired or replaced. Criteria for judging this can be created, but it will
take a significant effort to do the job well. This work would require an initial
effort to develop guidance that can be consistently applied across the inventory to identify the metrics for replaced (new) versus simply being repaired.
The ambiguity of “repair” vs. “replace” can be minimized by focusing on the
lowest level of components identification possible. Recording of size, type,
manufacturer, etc. all present similar difficulties. It is important that individual items can be grouped according to similar parameters in order to assess their performance as a statistical group.
3.2.2 Failure reporting
Failure reporting is important for a number of reasons, but it basically
comes down to determining and recording what fails, how often, why, under what conditions, and with what consequences. FEM includes a work
order page for recording the failure class, problem, cause, and remedy
(Figure 3-1). Appendix C includes a full list of failure classes, problems,
causes, and remedies.
At first glance, failure reporting seems to be quite simple. However, it is
not. Each of the questions in the previous paragraph needs to be approached in a direct and explicit fashion to capture the desired information. Failure reporting must be accomplished using standardized categories to create usable failure statistics such as:
•

•

What has failed? Identifying what has failed must be done in a consistent way. That means using classifications to identify the component
and attributes to identify details such as the manufacturer, size, etc.
How often? This is the best basis for estimating failure rates. It may
also help identify systemic problems. The occurrence of a failure needs
to be precisely defined. Is it based on a repair, subcomponent replacement, overhaul, total replacement, another basis, or some combination
of these? The answer will determine how the data can be used.

14
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•

•

•
•
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Why? The most valuable data are those that identify the failure mode.
It makes a difference whether electric motor failures are from bearings
that have been inadequately lubricated (and should be maintained), or
from a short in the motor windings that cannot be maintained, but that
might indicate a manufacturer defect.
What conditions? If every USACE lock were constructed with a similar
design, size, usage, operating environment, etc., determining failure
rates could be done more accurately. There are a number of ways to
capture these operating conditions, but it will require extensive forethought to most effectively account for these variables.
Suspensions? How are replacements before failure to be recorded?
What consequences? Should a failure be reported based on a stall,
stoppage, non-routine application of maintenance, or other criteria?
Figure 3-1. Example FEM failure report.

With adequate data points and detail, failure data can assist in many ways.
First, they can allow a statistical calculation of past failure rates. This is
important for verifying estimates used in risk analysis. Failure data can
also help identify common causes of failures, maintenance deficiencies,
manufacturing defects, design flaws, and other system faults.
While failure data information is useful, it likely needs to be supplemented
with additional information. Useful supplementation includes: (1) information that can be collected in FEM, such as age, (2) information that
should be collected as standardized attributes, such as the manufacturer,
model, size, etc., and (3) information such as condition as it relates to the
specific failure mode. While this last piece of information (condition)
could be accomplished by extensive data collection, possible alternatives
could include post-failure estimates and automated condition monitoring.
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3.2.3 Failure modes
Recording failures unambiguously also requires a focus on failure modes.
Wiebull models are only meaningful when applied to failure data collected
at this level. Because USACE operates locks of unique designs, loadings,
and usage with diverse components of varying size and manufacture in diverse environments, good failure data also require more information to
determine the contribution of each failure mode to the observed failures.
The question is how this information should be captured. Demand relative
to capacity is important, but it seems reasonable to ignore this factor for
most USACE lock infrastructure, which is usually designed for much
higher loads than are typically encountered. In USACE, usage or loading
cycles are very important. Age may also be useful as a crude approximation of many contributors to failure, although age does not account for the
uniqueness of each USACE structure. One way to capture that uniqueness
is by using condition ratings that focus on each failure mode to develop a
failure rate relationship based on usage and condition.
3.2.4 Downtime reporting
Currently, FEM makes no direct connection between downtime reporting
and failure reporting, although both must be tied to a work order. Downtime reporting differs from failure reporting in that it is primarily concerned with recording what asset is unavailable and the duration of the
outage. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show the entry of this information into FEM.
Note that downtime reporting is based on what is occurring during the
downtime and does not include information on what led to the downtime.
It also does not specifically distinguish between scheduled and unscheduled downtime.
There are presently five choices for types of downtime (Figure 3-3). Note
that the list does not include any type of weather-related downtime, nor
does it allow recording a boat accident, personnel injury, or other causes
not listed in FEM. Although it is possible to record lock stoppages and
shutdowns within the downtime reporting, there is no obvious best way to
do that and there is currently no guidance on how it should be done. As a
result, if a project started using FEM to record shutdowns, it is likely those
shutdowns would be recorded in different ways across USACE so that it
would be difficult to compile a history of shutdowns and their causes.
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Figure 3-2. FEM downtime reporting selection.

Figure 3-3. FEM downtime (details) reporting selection.

While there is no direct connection in FEM between downtime reporting
and failure reporting, both are tied to a work order. That link within the
user interface is weak because failure reporting is located on a work order
tab and downtime reporting is on a pull-down menu but if both records for
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an event are entered, they can be associated. It would be better if the user
interface included a stronger link between the two. One option would be to
prompt the user to enter a downtime report when exiting the failure reporting module and provide a similar prompt when exiting the downtime
report.

3.3

Data usage
3.3.1 Lock performance reports
Until recently, the USACE Campaign Goal Objective 3C was to “Deliver reliable infrastructure using a risk-informed asset management strategy.”
For navigation, accomplishment of this goal was measured by looking at
LPMS data for scheduled and unscheduled closures lasting longer than
1 day, and 7 days. See Figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6 and Table 3-2. This information has been included in numerous publications and presentations.
It was useful and informative to separate unscheduled closures attributed
to mechanical breakdowns from other unscheduled closures. Unfortunately the LPMS reason codes used to identify unscheduled mechanical
breakdowns (Table 2-1) include debris, icing, unmanned shifts, lock staff
unavailable, and accidents in the lock, such as “man overboard” and potentially even allisions (although no LPMS reason code description specifically mentions allisions). If the goal is to determine infrastructure reliability, including closures for those reasons creates ambiguity.
Figure 3-4. LPMS lock closures reported for campaign goal objective 3C.
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Figure 3-5. Scheduled and unscheduled closures.

Figure 3-6. Increasing “downtime” at USACE locks on the inland waterways navigation.
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Table 3-2. Navigation high priority performance goal for inland and intracoastal navigation
operations and maintenance (O&M) projects.

In addition to ambiguous or inapplicable closure codes, the limited investigation of LPMS data discussed in Section 2.1.3 indicates that the criteria
used to determine whether a closure is “scheduled” or “unscheduled” are
poorly defined and often not entered accurately. One particular example is
the entry of month-long unscheduled closures in December, January, and
February as EE-Repairing. These closures account for a large portion of
the hours identified as unscheduled mechanical breakdown. While repairs
may be occurring, the closure is in fact due to ice-related river and lock
conditions. Similarly, an auxiliary lock may be closed for repairs for an extended period because it is a low priority to return to service quickly. The
reduction in 2012 for unscheduled mechanical breakdowns comes largely
from a reduction in entries of these two reasons. In the case of scheduled
closures, it is useful to determine how often locks are closed for scheduled
maintenance, inspection, and repair. However, a tabulation of all scheduled closures will include other reasons that may create ambiguity. For example, the decision not to staff some locks 24/7 increases scheduled closures. Clearly, if LPMS data are going to be used for metrics such as an
USACE Campaign goal, the LPMS data must be relevant to the metric. It
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may even be necessary to change the manner in which the LPMS data are
collected.
3.3.2 Service life and performance of components
Comprehensive data on the life cycle (installation through replacement) of
infrastructure components would create numerous options for planning
and risk management. If USACE is to implement a fully functioning risk
management program, it is critical to progress from subjective opinion
based failure probabilities to statistics based estimates. This cannot be accomplished without collection of data related to failure of components as
previously described.
In addition to risk analysis and other uses related to repair prioritization
and budgeting, failure statistics (along with maintenance records) can help
identify best practices for design and maintenance.
There are many different fender designs used throughout USACE. Local
experience is important but without good service life data, there is no objective way to measure the cost-benefit of alternative designs which vary
greatly in initial cost and service life or measuring the effects of weather,
barge impacts, and other considerations.
Scheduled maintenance (or insufficient maintenance) can extend the life
of infrastructure. Excessive maintenance does little good and in some
cases can reduce the service life. Optimizing the maintenance based on
past results can yield significant savings.
A history of repairs and component replacements with consistent recording of the cause can help identify defective components as well design or
operational shortcomings.
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4

Summary

4.1

Results
4.1.1 Mechanical breakdown data summary
While data are potentially available from numerous sources, this effort
only found usable data available from two USACE-wide sources (LPMS
and the Headquarters (HQ) data call described in Section 2.2) Data from
LPMS need further investigation to obtain the minimum necessary details.
Although the years covered by the two sources are discontinuous, the combination of these two sources (Table 4-1) yields a better indication of the
conditions leading to unscheduled mechanical closures. The results indicate that there are a large number of conditions of similar frequency that
lead to these closures.
Table 4-1. Unscheduled mechanical closure conditions.
Description

Table 2-2 Table 2-3

Combined

Non-specific miter gate repairs, replacement, damage,
failure, etc.

8

21

29

Various gate gear issues

3

5

8

Cable and chain issues

0

7

7

Limit switch

1

0

1

Hydraulics

2

3

5

Gate anchorage, anchor bolts, anchor bars, etc.

2

4

6

Gate cracks or structural failure

2

7

9

Barge accidents

1

5

6

Electrical and power control issues

0

1

1

Gate noise

0

4

4

Gate vibrations

0

4

4

Diagonal or strap

5

4

9

Strut arm, attachment or pin

4

3

7

Quoin block repairs

2

4

6

Gudgeon

2

2

4

Bottom seal

0

5

5

Valve issues

1

2

3

Pintle issues

3

2

5

45

28

73

11

11

Various other reasons
Flood damage repair (other repairs could be from flood
damage)
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4.1.2 Employee interviews
Although the data collected give some indication of the common lock infrastructure problems leading to unscheduled closures, the data are still
very limited and give neither a complete picture of the infrastructure issues, nor an accurate quantification of the extent that infrastructure issues
lead to lock closures. To supplement the collected data and to gain further
insights, it was decided to survey various USACE employees. A number of
questions were asked of six senior USACE employees to gain their
knowledge regarding unscheduled mechanical closures and also to gather
their knowledge and opinions on how locks are and should be maintained.
Appendix J includes copies of the questions and the experts’ paraphrased
responses. The questions were first briefly discussed with most of the experts by teleconference. Further comment was obtained from the experts
individually either in writing or by interview. These further comments are
shown in bolded font.
While each expert expressed their own particular concerns, the most common issue they identified was the need to gather information needed to
plan repair work while the locks are dewatered. Details on needed repairs
below the water line and the extent of these needed repairs must be based
on reports of conditions after the previous dewatering repairs, updated
with operational information such as noises and vibrations, and with information gathered by underwater inspection by divers. This information
is often inadequate. Surprises are frequent and it can be difficult to accomplish the unplanned repair work in the allotted time.

4.2

Conclusions
USACE owns a large inventory of civil works structures, each of which is
unique. Typically, there are few or no components in any one structure
that are of the same make, model, size, manufacturer, designer, constructor, environment, or operational history as those in any other USACE
structure. Furthermore, operation, maintenance, repair and rehabilitation
is overseen by lock personnel, maintenance crews, engineers, and others,
in multiple districts, all of whom differ in their experience and in their expectations of how the structures should be operated and maintained.
These are only two of many factors that make it difficult to develop a comprehensive listing of conditions and other issues that currently lead to lock
closures and/or catastrophic failures at all USACE locks.
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This work reviewed data from 236 locks at 191 USACE sites and identified
119 unscheduled lock closures of durations over 24 hours that occurred
due mechanical breakdowns. Of the 119 closures, records documenting 29
of the closures focused broadly on the miter gates. Eighty-five of the remaining 90 closures were attributed to the failure of 14 specific components, each of which caused four to nine closures. Note that these data
were not exhaustive; better data collection would have yielded far more
detailed reports, which would in turn have enabled better analysis of the
noted closures. For example, data from one source were collected post hoc;
data for the other period included only about 40% of the records.
This work attempted to augment these data with information culled from
historical records, with some limited success. Based on the limited data
collected, the conditions and causes —i.e., mechanical breakdowns and
other infrastructure-related issues (such as allisions)— that led to these
unscheduled lock closures appear to be highly varied. Some closures were
attributed to combinations of many issues, and no single issue was identified as the cause of many closures. While the mechanical breakdowns leading to unscheduled closures are quite varied, there are a smaller number of
issues of more frequent concern during scheduled maintenance.
USACE does not systematically track the causes of lock mechanical breakdowns. Data currently collected lack sufficient detail to allow a failure
analysis beyond expert judgment of those involved. Similarly, USACE currently has only marginally applicable, incomplete data for estimating the
reliability of infrastructure components. Component reliability is primarily
determined based on subjective expert opinion, or on metrics that are
themselves based on that expert opinion. This lack of objective, historical
data makes it difficult to meaningfully identify or prioritize how to improve the reliability of a particular structure (or set of structures).
USACE does have the ability to collect data on mechanical breakdowns
and reliability through existing available systems, specifically, LPMS and
FEM. These systems could be better used to collect data in enough detail
to form a real-time record of component failures and replacements could
enable the identification of components with unacceptably low reliability.
However, existing data are inadequate to support calculations of historical
life averages and other statistical measures to in-service components. As
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currently recorded, that data in each of these systems appear to have limited value in tracking mechanical breakdowns and reliability for many reasons, including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

data availability (i.e., whether data are even collected)
the intent of data collection
data consistency (definition of what should be collected)
data accuracy (requirements for what data is collected)
data preservation.

Collection of more adequate data would be useful in identifying common
issues and in identifying ways to reduce breakdowns most effectively
through redesign, timely maintenance and inspection, improved dewatering effectiveness, automated data collection (sensors), and other methods.
Because it is difficult to identify specific needed M&R (and the extent of
that M&R) before dewatering, better information on repair needs before
dewatering could assist in planning for M&R while dewatered, and could
help shift schedules for dewatering from a time-based to a condition-based
schedule.

4.3

Recommendations
While lock monitoring development efforts should continue to investigate
how to identify impending mechanical breakdowns, an effort should also
be made to capture relevant information to determine what needs to be repaired regardless of the short-term failure likelihood. The hidden nature of
many developing distresses, particularly of those underwater, makes it imperative to gather consistent, accurate information that may be used to
plan repairs long before failure is likely or impending.
This work recommends that USACE begin to systematically collect data on
mechanical issues, failures, and replacements as they occur, in sufficient
detail to determine the reliability of in-service components. Specifically,
this work recommends that USACE standardize this data collection on the
use of the Facilities Equipment and Maintenance (FEM) system, which is
clearly the best option to collect and store this information. One potential
benefit of using a single system to collect and compile data on operations
and infrastructure is that it allows a standardization of the information
used for performing statistical analysis. To fully reap the potential benefits
this system can offer, the data must be collected in a uniform and con-
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sistent manner. This is not currently being accomplished with infrastructure-related data within LPMS and FEM. To that end, it is recommended
that detailed instructions be created and given to personnel on the data
that must be collected, and how to consistently and accurately enter that
information into FEM.
It would require a substantial effort to determine the failure reporting data
needed for developing meaningful failure statistics. Recording of the information by project and district personnel would also be a significant effort.
While LPMS is not intended for failure reporting, and it does not provide a
good opportunity for collecting the best information, small improvements
in LPMS data fields, reason codes, and user instructions could result in
more meaningful data with little or no additional effort.
Navigation Notices have historical information that may be of some value,
and incident reports include highly valuable information. These documents should be archived for future use. It was confirmed that the
HQUSACE POC did not save the incident reports. USACE employees
should be queried to determine if someone else has saved these valuable
records.
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Appendix A: LPMS Reason Codes
1

2

3

4

5

6

Weather Conditions
A

Fog

B

Rain

C

Sleet or Hail

D

Snow

E

Wind

F

Lightning

Surface Conditions
G

Low Water

H

Ice on or around tow

I

River current or Outdraft condition

J

Flood

N

Operations (run-spill-divert water, flush seals-reserve etc.)

O

Debris

Tow Conditions
K

Interference by other vessel(s)

L

Tow malfunction or breakdown

M

Tow staff occupied with other duties

P

Tow accident or collision

Lock Conditions
AA

Accident or collision in lock

BB

Closed (unmanned shift)

EE

Repairing lock or lock hardware

Q

Debris in lock recess or lock chamber

R

Lock hardware or equipment malfunction

S

Lock staff occupied with other duties

T

Maintaining lock or lock equipment

U

Ice on lock or lock equipment

Y (y)

Inspection or testing lock

Other Conditions
CC

Grounding

DD

Environmental (i.e. fish, animals, oil spills, etc.)

FF

Lock OK; Unused for other reasons (i.e. River closing etc.)

GG

Bye Time (reconnecting double lockage tows

V

Tow detained by Coast Guard or Corps

W

Collision or Accident

X

Bridge or other structure (i.e. railway, pontoon, swing etc.)

Z

Other

Unknown
UN

Unknown
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Appendix B: LPMS Closure Data
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EROC
H2
H2
H2
H4
H4
H4
H4
H4
H4
H2
H1
H4
H2
H2
H4
H4
H4
H2
H2
H4
B5
H4
B5
H2
H4

RIVER CODE
OH
OH
OH
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
OH
OH
MN
OH
OH
MN
MN
MN
OH
OH
MN
MI
MN
MI
OH
AG

LOCK NO CHMBR NO BEG STOP DATE
41
2
10/1/2011 0:00
52
5
3/1/2011 0:00
52
5
12/1/2011 0:00
24
4
1/1/2011 0:00
24
4
3/1/2011 0:00
24
4
5/1/2011 0:00
24
4
7/1/2011 0:00
24
4
8/1/2011 0:00
24
4
12/1/2011 0:00
41
2
8/1/2011 0:01
25
4
3/1/2011 0:00
24
4
10/1/2011 0:00
41
2
9/1/2011 0:00
52
5
4/1/2011 0:00
24
4
4/1/2011 0:00
24
4
6/1/2011 0:00
24
4
9/1/2011 0:00
41
2
11/1/2011 0:01
41
4
6/1/2011 3:30
24
4
11/1/2011 0:00
22
1
1/3/2011 8:00
24
4
2/1/2011 0:00
22
1
2/1/2011 0:01
41
4
2/1/2011 0:01
43
1
5/2/2011 22:00

END STOP DATE Duration days SCHEDULED REASON CODE
10/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
EE
3/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
Z
12/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
FF
1/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
Z
3/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
Z
5/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
Z
7/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
Z
8/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
Z
12/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
Z
8/31/2011 23:59
31.00
N
EE
3/31/2011 22:59
30.96
N
T
10/31/2011 0:00
30.00
N
Z
9/30/2011 23:59
30.00
N
EE
4/30/2011 23:59
30.00
N
Z
4/30/2011 23:59
30.00
N
Z
6/30/2011 23:59
30.00
N
Z
9/30/2011 23:59
30.00
N
BB
11/30/2011 23:59
30.00
N
EE
6/30/2011 20:40
29.72
N
EE
11/30/2011 0:00
29.00
N
Z
1/31/2011 23:59
28.67
N
EE
2/28/2011 23:59
28.00
N
Z
2/28/2011 23:59
28.00
N
EE
2/28/2011 23:59
28.00
N
O
5/30/2011 12:00
27.58
N
EE
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Appendix C: FEM Failure Reporting Picklists
C.1

Failure classes
F_CODE
ANNUN/REC
BATTCHRGR
BATTERY
BEARING
BRAKE
BRIDGE
BUILDINGS
BULKHEAD
BUOY/MOOR
BURNER
BUS/INS/EN
CABLE/PWR
CHANNEL
CHASSIS/SU
CIRCUITBKR
COMM-DATA
COMM-RADIO
COMM-TEL
COMPRESSOR
COMPUTER
COOLING
CRANE-HOIS
DOCK/PIER
DOOR/GATE
DRAINAGE
ELEVATOR
ENGINE
EXCITER
FAN/BLOWER
FENCE/BAR
FIREPREV
GATE-CRTL
GEAR
GENERATOR
GOVERNOR
HEATX/RAD
HVAC
INVERTER
LANDSCAPE
LEVEE/EMB
LIGHTING

F_CLASS_DESC
Annunciators, Event Recorders
Battery Charging Systems
Batteries, Any
Bearings & Anti-Friction Bushings, Any
Brakes, Any
Bridges & Catwalks, All
Buildings, Basic Structure
Bulkheads, Stoplogs
Buoys, Floating Signs, Floating Moorage (Not FMBs)
Burners, Flame Sources (Boilers, Furnaces, Weed Burners)
Buswork, Insulators & Associated Enclosures
Cables, Power Transmission Or Distribution
Channels - Diversion, Fishway, Canal, Raceway, Sluice, etc.
Chassis, Suspension, Shock Mounts
Circuit Breakers, All
Data Communication Equipment Incl. Cabling
Radio Communication Equipment
Telecommunication Equipment Incl. Cabling
Compressors, All
Computer, General Purpose PC/Server
Cooling Systems, All
Cranes, Hoists & Winches, Incl. Mobile
Docks & Piers, Fixed & Floating Guidewalls
Entry/Access Doors, Gates & Hatches (Not Water Control)
Drainage - Culverts, Ditches, Gutters, Lock Chamber Vents
Elevators
Engines, Internal Combustion
Excitation Systems
Fans & Blowers, Incl. Heatsink/Fan Combo
Fences & Barriers, Guard Rails, Hand Rails, Guide Rails
Fire Detection, Suppression & Alarm Systems
Gates - Miter, Wicket, Intake, Lift, Tainter, Etc.
Gears, Any Open Or Enclosed
Generators, All
Governors, All Incl. Mechanical, Electronic, Digital
Heat Exchangers, Radiators, Condensing Coils, Etc.
Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning
DC/AC Inverters, All
Landscaping, Turf
Levees & Embankments
Lighting Systems
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METER/MON
MOBIL-TRAC
MOBIL-WHL
MONOLITH
MOORINGBIT
MOTOR-ELEC
MOTOR-OTHR
PAINT/COAT
PARK/CAMP
PENSTOCK
PIPING
PLC
PLUMBING
POWER-XFER
PRESVESSEL
PRINT/FAX
PUMP
RAIL/ROLL
RAMP/LDOCK
RELAY/SOL
RIGGING
ROAD/PKLOT
SAFETY
SCADA
SCREEN/GRT
SECURITY
SEPAR/FILT
SEWAGE/WW
SIGNAGE
SWITCHAUTO
SWITCHMAN
TANK
TEST/CALIB
TOOL/MACH
TOWER
TRANSFRMR
TUNNEL
TURBINE
VALVE
VIDEO
VOLTREGLTR
WATER-RAW
WATERCRFT
WATER_POT
WELDER
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Meters, Monitors, Gauges, Sensors
Mobile Tracked Equipment - Tractors, Excavators
Mobile Wheeled Equipment/Vehicles (Excl. Cranes)
Monoliths, Concrete Structures
Floating Mooring Bits (Fmbs)
Motors - Electric (Not Engines)
Motors - Any Non-Electric (Not Engines)
Paint, Finish, Protective Coating
Parks & Campgrounds
Penstocks
Piping, Any
Programmable Logic Controllers
Plumbing Fixtures Excl. Piping
Transmissions, Couplings, Clutches, Gearboxes, Belt Drive
Pressure Vessels
Printers/Fax/Copiers, Label, Tag, All-In-One, Etc.
Pumps, Any
Rails (Track), Rolling Stock
Ramps - Boat, Loading Docks
Relays & Solenoids, Incl. Transfer, Electronic, Protective
Ropes, Chains, Slings, Rigging Hardware
Roads & Parking Lots, Surface
Personal Safety And Rescue Equipment
Scada, Gdacs, Control Systems Incl. Dedicated Computers
Screens And Grates - Fish, Debris, Lock Intake, Etc.
Security, Intrusion Detection, Access Control
Separators And Filters
Sewage & Waste Water Handling
Signage, Any
Switches, All Automatic Incl. Limit, Safety, Tamper, Etc.
Switches, All Manually Operated
Storage Tanks (Not Pressure Vessels)
Testing And Calibration Equipment
Machine Tools, Stationary Power Tools Except Welders
Tower Structures - Transmission, Comm, Etc.
Transformers, All
Tunnels & Galleries, Any Type
Turbines, Hydraulic Incl. Pelton Wheels Etc.
Valves, All - Globe, Gate, Tainter, Etc.
Video Systems Incl. Cameras, Monitors, Recorders
Voltage Regulation Systems
Non-Potable Water Systems - River, Irrigation, Etc.
Watercraft, Boats, Barges Except Dredges
Potable Water Systems - Treatment, Piping, Wells
Welders, All
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C.2
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Problems
F_CODE
ADJUSTFAIL
ANIMALPEST
BLIST/PEEL
BROKEN
CLOG
CLOSE-FAIL
CONTAMINTN
CORROSION
CRACK
DAMAGEACC
DAMAGE-NAT
DECAY
DEFACEMENT
DISCOLOR
ENVIRO/HAZ
EROSION
ERRATIC
EXPLOSION
FIRE
FLOOD
HEAT-OVER
HEAT-UNDER
INACC/DIST
LEAK
LIMITOVER
LIMITUNDER
LOOSE
MISSING
NOISE
ODOR
OPEN-FAIL
OPER-FAIL
OUTOFSPEC
PIT/POTHOL
POWER-OUT
POWERUNDER
PRESS-OVER
PRESS-UND
RUPTURE
SAFETY-REC
SECURITY

F_PROBLEM_DESC
UNABLE TO ADJUST
ANIMAL/PEST CONTROL PROBLEMS
BLISTERED, PEELING, DELAMINATED
BROKEN, SHEARED, SHATTERED
CLOGGED, BLOCKAGE
FAILS TO CLOSE
CONTAMINATION, CORRUPTION, ANY
CORROSION, RUST, CAVITATION DAMAGE
CRACK IN STRUCTURE OR SURFACE
ACCIDENT OR COLLISION DAMAGE
WEATHER/NATURAL DAMAGE, INCL. ANIMAL
DECAY/ROT, DETERIORATION (NOT ELECTRONIC)
DEFACEMENT/INTENTIONAL DAMAGE OF PROPERTY
DISCOLORED, UNUSUAL CHANGE IN COLOR/TRANSPARENCY
ENVIRONMENTAL/HAZMAT PROBLEMS OTHER THAN SPILLS
EROSION, UNDERMINING, SINKHOLE, SUBSIDENCE
ERRATIC/RANDOM OPERATION, UNSTABLE, FLICKERING,
EXPLOSION
FIRE
FLOODING
OVERHEATS
FAILS TO REACH OPERATING OR ADEQUATE TEMP
INACCURATE, DISTORTED, FALSE DISPLAY/READOUT/OUTPUT
LEAKS, ANY
OVER/BEYOND HIGH LIMIT
UNDER/BELOW LOW LIMIT
LOOSE OR DISLODGED
ITEM./COMPONENT IS MISSING, MISPLACED, OUT OF POSITION
NOISE, EXCESSIVE OR ABNORMAL, EXCL. ELECTRONIC
ABNORMAL ODOR
FAILS TO OPEN
FAILS TO OPERATE OR RUN
OPERATING OUT OF SPECIFICATION
SURFACE PITS/POTHOLES
POWER/CURRENT FAILURE
UNDER POWERED, POOR ACCELERATION
PRESSURE OVER SPEC
PRESSURE UNDER SPEC, NO PRESSURE
RUPTURED, BURST
SAFETY RECALL
SECURITY/LAW ENFORCEMENT PROBLEMS
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SEIZE/LOCK
SIGNALFAIL
SINK/AWASH
SMOKE/BURN
SPEEDOVER
SPEEDUNDER
SPILLENVIR
SPILLOTHER
STALL/MISS
START-ABNL
START-FAIL
STOP-ABNL
STOP-FAIL
TENSION
VIBRATION
WARNING

C.3

34

SEIZED, LOCKED UP, FROZEN
NO OR POOR SIGNAL/TONE, POOR S/N RATIO
SINKING, SUNK, AWASH, LOSS OF BOUYANCY
SMOKE, SCORCH MARKS, EVIDENCE OF BURNING
TOO MANY RPMs OR CYCLES, TOO FAST
TOO FEW RPMs OR CYCLES, TOO SLOW
SPILL, OVERFLOW, ENVIRO/HAZMAT ISSUE
SPILL, OVERFLOW, NOT ENVIRO/HAZMAT ISSUE
STALLS OR MISSES, HESITATES
ABNORMAL OR UNEXPLAINED START
WILL NOT START
ABNORMAL OR UNEXPLAINED STOP, BREAKDOWN
WILL NOT STOP OR SHUTDOWN
TENSION TOO HIGH OR TOO LOW
VIBRATION, EXCESSIVE OR ABNORMAL
WARNING SIGNAL FROM A MONITORING DEVICE

Causes
F_CODE
ACCIDENT
ADJUST-IMP
ANIMALPEST
ARCING
BATTERY
BRITL/FATG
CALIBRATN
CAVITATION
CIRCTBRD
CLOG
CONDENSATN
COOLANT
CORROSION
CRACKED
DEBRIS
DEFECTIVE
DIRTY
FASTENER
FOROBJDAMG
GROUND-EL
HOLE/PERF
HUMAN/OPER
INSTALLTN
JAM/BIND
LIMIT-DEV
LOOSE
LUBRICATN

F_CAUSE_DESC
ACCIDENT OR COLLISION
ADJUSTMENT IMPROPER, MISCONFIGURED, MISALIGNED,
ETC.
ANIMAL/PEST CONTROL PROBLEMS
ARCING, ARCED
BATTERY LOW OR FAILED
BRITTLE, CRYSTALIZED, FATIGUED
CALIBRATION INCORRECT
CAVITATION
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARD FAILURE
CLOGGED, BLOCKAGE
CONDENSATION
COOLANT LEVEL OVER/UNDER, FAILED, LEAKED
CORROSION, RUST
CRACKED COMPONENT
DEBRIS ACCUMULATION OR DAMAGE
DEFECT, MANUFACTURING OR CONSTRUCTION
DIRTY
FASTENER/PIN/LOCKNUT/RIVET/RETAINER ETC. FAILED
FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE (FOD)
ELECTRICAL GROUNDING FAILED, FLOATING GROUND ETC.
HOLED, PERFORATED, TORN, PIERCED
HUMAN/OPERATOR ERROR
INSTALLED/APPLIED/MOUNTED INCORRECTLY
JAMMED, WEDGED, BOUND UP, KINKED, TANGLED, PINCHED
LIMITING DEVICE/SWITCH/RELIEF VALVE FAILED/MISOPERATED
LOOSE OR DISLODGED
LUBRICATION - OVER, UNDER, FAILED, LEAKED
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MISSING
OVERLOAD
OVERTIGHT
POWER-OUT
PRESS-OVER
PRESS-UND
SEAL/GASK
SHORT-CIRC
SOFTWARE
STATIC/EMF
STRIPPED
UNKNOWN
VAND/THEFT
WATER-LEVL
WEAR-EXCSV
WEAR-NRML
WEATHER

C.4
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ITEM/COMPONENT IS MISSING, MISPLACED, OUT OF POSITION
LOADED BEYOND CAPACITY OR RATING
OVER TIGHTENED, OVER TORQUED, INSUFFICIENT
SLACK/GIVE
POWER/CURRENT FAILURE
PRESSURE OVER SPEC
PRESSURE UNDER SPEC, NO PRESSURE
SEAL OR GASKET FAILURE
SHORT CIRCUIT, INCL SHORT TO GROUND, RESULTING TRIP
SOFTWARE/FIRMWARE FAILURES, CORRUPTION, ETC.
STATIC ELECTRICITY, EMF EFFECTS
STRIPPED THREADS OR LUGS
UNKNOWN, UNEXPLAINED, NO DIAGNOSIS
VANDALISM, SABOTAGE, ARSON, THEFT
UNUSUAL CHANGE IN WATER LEVEL
WEAR - EXCESSIVE
WEAR - NORMAL, WORN OUT FROM NORMAL USE/AGEING
WEATHER - LIGHTNING, WIND, RAIN, ICING, ETC.

Remedies
F_CODE
REPLACEPRT
REPAIR
REPLACEALL
MANUF/FABR
RTF
OVERHAUL
NO_ACTION
ADJUST
SERVICE-XT
PM-ADVANCD
REMOVE
SAFETYREP

F_REMEDY_DESC
REPLACED PART OR SUB-COMPONENT
REPAIRED - INCL. CLEANED
REPLACED ENTIRE UNIT
MANUFACTURED/FABRICATED REPAIR PART LOCALLY
RUN TO FAILURE
OVERHAULED UNIT OR COMPONENT
NO ACTION TAKEN OR REQUIRED
ADJUSTED, REFILLED, DRAINED, ALIGNED, CALIBRATED, ETC.
SERVICED BY EXTERNAL PROVIDER, ON OR OFF-SITE
PM SCHEDULE ADVANCED TO RESOLVE THE PROBLEM
REMOVED - NO LONGER NEEDED
REPAIRED/REPLACED PART OR ALL PER SAFETY RECALL/NOTICE
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Appendix D: Emergency Closures
1999-2005
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Appendix E: Incident Reports
>-----Original Message---->From: K, Michael F HQ02
>Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 6:19 AM
>To:
>Subject: Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC) Lock Closed - Damaged Miter
>Gate Strut Arm (UNCLASSIFIED)
>Importance: High
>
>Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
>Caveats: NONE
>
>
>INITIAL REPORT: MVD at 0206 hrs 5 Feb 2013
>
>BLUF: IHNC Lock in MVN - Gate #8 strut arm failed, but can be
repaired
>first thing this morning after overnight weather front passes.
Lock is
>closed with 29 tows on turn (awaiting transit). Unsafe working
conditions
>prevented MVN staff from repairing immediately.
>
>What: IHNC Lock miter gate damaged strut arm, cause of failure
unknown,
>but possibly from over-travel of gate/photo eye issue.
>
>When: Monday, 4 FEB 13, ~1900 hrs
>
>Where: New Orleans, LA
>
>Impacts: some to navigation customers with 29 tows on turn. Industry and
>USCG have been apprised of the situation. MVN believes the arm
can be
>repaired in-place much faster than a complete swap out as the
damage
>appears to be minimal. MVN does have the spare arm ready to go
if needed,
>and Operations Division teams are ready to respond at daybreak.
Poor
>weather conditions made it unsafe to address Monday night.
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>----- Original Message ---->From: K, Michael F HQ02
>Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 11:46 AM
>To:
>Subject: Accident and Navigation Closure at Locks and Dam 27
Upper
>Mississippi River (UNCLASSIFIED)
>
>Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
>Caveats: NONE
>
>Initial Report: MVD
>
>Date and Time Reported: 22 Jan 2013 0816 hrs
>
>Circumstances: The Mississippi River is closed to navigation at
Ls & D 27
>due to damages to the upstream lift gate in the Auxiliary (Aux)
lock
>chamber when a barge struck it while being locked through early
this
>morning.
>
>At about 0500 today, the operator at Lock 27 was filling the Aux
chamber
>with the first cut of the MV CAPT W.D. Nunley. As the chamber
was
>filling, there apparently was enough slack in the lines to allow
the
>front barges to get up under the nap section of the upstream
gate. The
>barges caused the gate to be raised out of the water and become
skewed in
>the slot. MVS does not know the extent of the damages. Engineers
are
>on-site assessing the damages, but the Aux Lock is closed.
>
>Impact on Lock Operations: The Main Lock is closed for major rehab. So,
>until the Aux Chamber lift gate is repaired, no navigation traffic can
>traverse this section of the Mississippi River. This is the
>southern-most lock on the Mississippi River. More to Follow as
MVS works
>through the details and repair activities.
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Appendix F: Navigation Notices
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Appendix G: Maintenance Cards
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Appendix H: Major Maintenance and Repair
Summaries
H.1

LRD M&R summaries (2006- 2010)
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H.2

LRL M&R summaries (2007-2011)
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Appendix I: MVD Lock Closure Data
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Appendix J: USACE Lock M&R Expert
Interviews
John C, CELRD
These questions should be considered from multiple perspectives to include the operator, structural engineer, maintenance manager, etc.
Basic
What additional information would you like to have on the operational
readiness of locks?
The most important information is to know how well the contact blocks
transfer load. Poor load transfer is the precursor to most pintle issues and
girder cracking so identifying load transfer issues early is key.
What information would help avoid emergency or unscheduled closures?
No input
More detailed
What additional information would you like to have for identifying, prioritizing and planning maintenance activities?
Again, the main issue is load transfer. This also includes interior gate members, not just contact blocks.
Is rotating machinery a concern? Is there adequate redundancy or is the
failure rate low enough that there aren't concerns? What is done for scheduled maintenance? Is there-time based maintenance that could be based
on cycles or monitored condition?
This is not a big concern, but it would probably be good to monitor motor loads and hydraulic pressure.
Are there fatigue-related issues you need more information for?
It would be good to record the loading cycles and the loads on
the gudgeon anchorage.
What issues do you have with debris? Caught under gate? In the miter? In
the quoin and can't close the gate? What happens when the gate closes
with debris in quoin? How is it removed? What damage results?
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The main issue is dealing with large debris fields. Otherwise,
floating debris mainly just requires patience and use of the bubblers. In 20+ years Louisville only had issues with debris on the
floor about a ½ dozen times.
What information would improve management of gate operations in the
presence of debris or ice? What types of damage from debris, ice, collisions
or other causes would you like to have different, better or more information about? Ice and debris info is not really a concern. Most
gates don’t have collision issues when recessed. One exception
is Cannelton that has a short bullnose. From a repair standpoint
the impact load when mitered isn’t a concern, but the structural
engineer might be interested in that.
- I can talk with Travis A., but do you have a structural engineer you’d
recommend I talk to?
- Larry D. in LRL.
Dewatered
What are the primary concerns for inspection, maintenance and repair
when dewatering? What would you like to know before dewatering that
you don't?
- Condition of quoin and contact gaps.
Yes, but repair of contact surface is assumed to be needed.
- Cracking of pintle and girders.
It would be good to know about this prior to dewatering
It would be useful to have better info on wear and slop in
the valve trunnions and pins before dewatering to know
whether to replace bushings.
When dewatered, what issues are most frequently resolved? Which ones
most frequently left unresolved? What external drivers cause issues to be a
priority or not addressed?
- Most likely to be unresolved are new or slowly progressing issues that
can wait for pre-planned repair during next dewatering.
- Most likely not to be addressed are issues that take longer to repair
than the scheduled closure or require manpower/equipment that is
not available.
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Contact block surfacing routinely gets addressed. Serious pintle
cracking is the primary unexpected concern.
When dewatered, are pintle issues always addressed or not? Why?
- Depends on dewatering frequency, rate of damage progression, available resources for repair, knowledge of condition before dewatering.
- Other factors?
- Not discussed. Are cracks always welded?
- Yes, cracks would always be welded. If warranted and there
was no replacement pintle, the pintle would be removed and
sent to a welding shop for crack repair and heat treating.
When dewatered, how often are gaps in quoin blocks not fixed? Why not?
Are miter block gaps less critical?
- In LRD and SAM, quoin gaps are typically filled in.
- In NWP, adjustable blocks take longer to adjust than typical 1 week
closures.
- Addressing gaps in contact blocks is considered a critical issue for extending the life of gates, reducing life cycle cost
and avoiding unscheduled closure.
Other
Dewatering used to occur every 5 years with longer closures
every 15 years. Current policy is to not dewater until rank is
high enough in Asset Management. This means good information regarding development of problems is more critical for
avoiding unscheduled closure and it is also needed to justify dewatering.
Pintle changes typically mean removing and re-setting contact
blocks on gates.
- Would only one pintle be replaced if the other were in ok condition?
No, would always replace in mating pairs.
- If so, would contact blocks on one or both gates be reset?
Contact blocks would be replaced and reset.
Wall quoin blocks are more difficult to reset so they are repaired with Belzona.
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Replacing one gate means replacing both for everything to mate
up.
Phil S, CEMVP
These questions should be considered from multiple perspectives to include the operator, structural engineer, maintenance manager, etc.
Basic
What additional information would you like to have on the operational
readiness of locks?
What information would help avoid emergency or unscheduled closures?
More detailed
What additional information would you like to have for identifying, prioritizing and planning maintenance activities?
From an engineering standpoint, the actual distribution of
stresses throughout the structure under the various loading
conditions would be a valuable tool in evaluating the suitability
of existing conditions. This cannot be understated. Currently,
we make assumptions on what these distributions are and can
be either overly conservative or dangerously unconservative.
Information can be obtained through a variety of means including instrumentation, photogrammatic coatings, LiDAR measurements, etc. This information would also be invaluable in advancing the state of the art of design and evaluation of HSS.
Is rotating machinery a concern? Is there adequate redundancy or is the
failure rate low enough that there aren't concerns? What is done for scheduled maintenance? Is there-time based maintenance that could be based
on cycles or monitored condition?
Are there fatigue-related issues you need more information for?
What are the fatigue stress cycle magnitudes and frequencies?
Current practice is to guess and this can be conservative or not.
It would also be useful to know what the stresses really are in
the areas of concern. The three areas I see the most problems in
HSS are corrosion and section loss, primarily due to lack of
maintenance, damage due to impacts or mis-operations, and
cracking form fatigue or fracture. The latter can be a nuisance
or can lead to failures. A better handle on fatigue loadings
would be helpful.
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What issues do you have with debris? Caught under gate? In the miter? In
the quoin and can't close the gate? What happens when the gate closes
with debris in quoin? How is it removed? What damage results?
Added gravity load, damage during operation (debris gets
wedged in a member), creates a good environment for corrosion.
What information would improve management of gate operations in the
presence of debris or ice? What types of damage from debris, ice, collisions
or other causes would you like to have different, better or more information about?
Ice loading is a big unknown. We do not have a good handle on
stresses caused by thermally expanding ice, floating ice, ice acting as gravity.
Dewatered
What are the primary concerns for inspection, maintenance and repair
when dewatering? What would you like to know before dewatering that
you don't?
- Condition of quoin and gaps.
- Cracking of pintle and girders.
- Mud and debris need to be cleared if you want to get a good
inspection
- Differences of opinion between operators and engineers on
what is important
- Any damaged areas, cracks, holes? How do these affect the
safety and functionality of the gate and what are the priorities (based on safety and functionality)
When dewatered, what issues are most frequently resolved? Which ones
most frequently left unresolved? What external drivers cause issues to be a
priority or not addressed?
- Most likely to be unresolved are new or slowly progressing issues that
can wait for pre-planned repair during next dewatering.
- Most likely not to be addressed are issues that take longer to repair
than the scheduled closure or require manpower/equipment that is
not available.
- Agree with these statements, but we need to assess what IS
important and can’t wait until next time
When dewatered, are pintle issues always addressed or not? Why?
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- Depends on dewatering frequency, rate of damage progression, available resources for repair, knowledge of condition before dewatering.
- Other factors?
When dewatered, how often are gaps in quoin blocks not fixed? Why not?
Are miter block gaps less critical?
- In LRD and SAM, quoin gaps are typically filled in.
- In NWP, adjustable blocks take longer to adjust than typical 1 week
closures.
- MVP has vertically framed gates. Just pretend they are vertically framed and you don’t need to worry about quoins.
Allen D, CESAM
These questions should be considered from multiple perspectives to include the operator, structural engineer, maintenance manager, etc.
Basic
What additional information would you like to have on the operational
readiness of locks?
I have developed and proposed a lock gate rating guide (including structural and coating) similar to that used in bridge inspection, tailored to miter gates. It has ten very descriptive ratings,
that could be used to schedule the necessary frequency of inspection, and it clearly describes where the weaknesses are.
This is also very useful to Operations personnel in knowing the
relative condition of their project to others and where the problems are.
What information would help avoid emergency or unscheduled closures?
A similar inspection and rating guide could possibly be developed for mechanical issues.
More detailed
What additional information would you like to have for identifying, prioritizing and planning maintenance activities?
Implementation of the above rating guides, also careful monitoring of quoin block gap conditions. The monitoring of miter
gate anchor arm movement, we use dual axis inclinometers and
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laser levels, with very good results in predicting which anchor
arms are likely to develop cracking.
Is rotating machinery a concern? Is there adequate redundancy or is the
failure rate low enough that there aren't concerns? What is done for scheduled maintenance? Is there-time based maintenance that could be based
on cycles or monitored condition?
Are there fatigue-related issues you need more information for?
In general better documentation of specific locations where
cracks have been found and which have been repaired. Description of length and orientation etc., this may help in future planning of repairs or in identifying the cause of cracking especially
for cracks that are associated with each other. Also the cathodic
protection system status and history along with the coating system and water resistivity greatly affect fatigue crack development. In general in a corrosive environment with no CP and inadequate coating the fatigue cracking will likely be much more
extensive.
What issues do you have with debris? Caught under gate? In the miter? In
the quoin and can't close the gate? What happens when the gate closes
with debris in quoin? How is it removed? What damage results?
Some projects have a lot of scalloped flange edges on the bottom
girder, but no serious structural damage. Our Operations personnel would have a lot of knowledge of this issue, but have not
relayed any concerns to me. The air blowers seem to work well
and I have seen them open and close the gates when an obstruction occurs until it dislodges.
What information would improve management of gate operations in the
presence of debris or ice? What types of damage from debris, ice, collisions
or other causes would you like to have different, better or more information about?
Dewatered
What are the primary concerns for inspection, maintenance and repair
when dewatering? What would you like to know before dewatering that
you don't?
- Condition of quoin and gaps.
- Cracking of pintle and girders.
- The rating guide proposed in the above, also our Operations
personnel are very good, experienced, and very dedicated.
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They know what to expect and work closely with Engineering.
- One waterway system is now using a diver and aluminum
foil to measure quoin block gaps in the wet.
- Development or deployment of acoustic photo technology or
other methods to get a preview of the cracking extent would
certainly be helpful to the projects in lining up men and
equipment to accomplish the needed repairs in the limited
time available.
- A very important consideration that Engineers should be
aware of is that the Operations personnel have a lot of work
to do in a short time, men and equipment are tied up with
critical work. The inspector will need man lifts, power
washing etc. and other assistance at times, he needs to minimize any work delays. He needs to “know well” the difference between trivial and serious.
When dewatered, what issues are most frequently resolved? Which ones
most frequently left unresolved? What external drivers cause issues to be a
priority or not addressed?
- Most likely to be unresolved are new or slowly progressing issues that
can wait for pre-planned repair during next dewatering.
- Most likely not to be addressed are issues that take longer to repair
than the scheduled closure or require manpower/equipment that is
not available.
When dewatered, are pintle issues always addressed or not? Why?
- Depends on dewatering frequency, rate of damage progression, available resources for repair, knowledge of condition before dewatering.
- Other factors?
- The quoin and pintle areas are typically the first thing we
look at. The condition of these areas can mean calling in additional personnel and equipment for repairs.
When dewatered, how often are gaps in quoin blocks not fixed? Why not?
Are miter block gaps less critical?
- In LRD and SAM, quoin gaps are typically filled in.
- In NWP, adjustable blocks take longer to adjust than typical 1 week
closures.
- In the past some projects focused on the miter blocks as far
as resurfacing, probably thinking that they are easier to get
to and accomplish the same thing. They were incorrect; a
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gap in the miter will only mean that the gate will tend to miter a little further downstream. However a gap between the
quoin blocks will do serious damage probably beginning at
about 1/8” gap if left for a long time period. A ¼” or more
gap would probably do very severe damage in a short period
of time
Travis A, CENWP
These questions should be considered from multiple perspectives to include the operator, structural engineer, maintenance manager, etc.
Basic
What additional information would you like to have on the operational
readiness of locks?
Not just is the gate fully mitered, but what about fully open as well? There
is a history of slop in operating equipment creating a situation where the
gates are not fully retracted. This has resulted in damage to the timbers
and ends of the gate. We need to know that the gates are fully mitered and
fully retracted.
What information would help avoid emergency or unscheduled closures?
Pintle condition (bolts), Quoin block condition, miter block condition. In
addition to this we have had several electrical issues in terms of contact/limit switches. The switches are on the arms out over the center of the
lock that require a manbasket to access. Knowing where the switch is bad
would assist with these unscheduled outages.
More detailed
What additional information would you like to have for identifying, prioritizing and planning maintenance activities?
Block wear rates, adjustment/contact information.
Is rotating machinery a concern? Is there adequate redundancy or is the
failure rate low enough that there aren't concerns? What is done for scheduled maintenance? Is there-time based maintenance that could be based
on cycles or monitored condition?
There is annual maintenance on these components. I don’t know how
many have failed, but I would imagine contact wear on the teeth.
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Are there fatigue-related issues you need more information for?
Quoin post cracking is initially fracture that results from torsion on the
quoin post due to lack of block contact. This cracking grows with each
lockage and it is unclear at what rate cracks will grow in old steel because
toughness and actual level of stress is unknown.
What issues do you have with debris? Caught under gate? In the miter? In
the quoin and can't close the gate? What happens when the gate closes
with debris in quoin? How is it removed? What damage results?
I know we have debris in the chamber at Bonneville and the Dalles, but I
have not heard of it getting caught. This would be an ops question.
What information would improve management of gate operations in the
presence of debris or ice? What types of damage from debris, ice, collisions
or other causes would you like to have different, better or more information about?
We don’t have ice. For debris it would simply be to know if the gate is
caught on something.
Dewatered
What are the primary concerns for inspection, maintenance and repair
when dewatering? What would you like to know before dewatering that
you don't?
- Condition of quoin and gaps. – yes. Need to know gap for adjustment
- Cracking of pintle and girders. – yes- cracking at both locations is
common.
When dewatered, what issues are most frequently resolved? Which ones
most frequently left unresolved? What external drivers cause issues to be a
priority or not addressed?
- Most likely to be unresolved are new or slowly progressing issues that
can wait for pre-planned repair during next dewatering.
- Most likely not to be addressed are issues that take longer to repair
than the scheduled closure or require manpower/equipment that is
not available.
The real issue I see with this question is that on the Columbia River the dewaterings are supposed to be every 10 years. So what can wait ten years?
There are many things that can wait a year, but waiting 10 years is not acceptable for many issues associated with cracking or block alignment.
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When dewatered, are pintle issues always addressed or not? Why?
- Depends on dewatering frequency, rate of damage progression, available resources for repair, knowledge of condition before dewatering.
- Other factors?
We find loose bolts – we can tighten them or replace them – but unless we
know about it beforehand, we are not ready to replace parts. We only have
2 week outages, which take 3 days on each end to dewater or rewater … so
there isn’t time to react and order bolts etc.
When dewatered, how often are gaps in quoin blocks not fixed? Why not?
Are miter block gaps less critical?
- In LRD and SAM, quoin gaps are typically filled in.
- In NWP, adjustable blocks take longer to adjust than typical 1 week
closures.
Takes too long to adjust blocks or fill gaps. Our gates are 100 feet tall. Belzona will crush under load so we cannot use it with 90 feet of head. We
also don’t have sufficient time to place it because cranes cannot reach the
center of the locks with equipment and manbaskets to adjust the gap in the
closed position such that we could pour against the other side of the miter
for a mold. So we need scaffolding that we cannot get installed and fixed
and removed in 2 weeks. So planning ahead for a special outage either to
adjust blocks or fill gaps is critical.
Anthony P, CESAM
These questions should be considered from multiple perspectives to include the operator, structural engineer, maintenance manager, etc.
Basic
What additional information would you like to have on the operational
readiness of locks?
I look at these two questions as the same. If there is additional information
for readiness, that information would help avoid emergency or unscheduled closures. Cost/funding vs. downtime/consequences is always a driver.
In districts with dual chambers this is not as much of a concern, but in
SAM we have only single chambers so equipment failure leads to closing of
the river. We have PLC control systems for lock operation. Additional information would be in the form of indicators of early signs of equipment
failure, i.e. audio indicators (gudgeon pin pops when binding or improperly greased, unusual sounds from machinery that normally indicate a
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problem), vibration indicators, stress/stain gauges on components that
provide indication of abnormal stresses (anchorage links, operating arms,
miter gates). Only problem with indicators is the durability of the instruments and long term reliability. Again, any early warning signs on equipment could prevent unscheduled closures.
What information would help avoid emergency or unscheduled closures?
Same as above
More detailed
What additional information would you like to have for identifying, prioritizing and planning maintenance activities?
See answer above. Also add monitoring of cracks in hydraulic structures
(miter gates). Again this equipment is usually high cost and not durable
for our environments.
Is rotating machinery a concern?
Yes and No, most of our machinery is slow moving so not many concerns
with normal operation. Of course the size is large and we have high
stresses and loading in machinery for miter gates. Loading is main concern that can lead to cracks in structure or components.
Is there adequate redundancy or is the failure rate low enough that there
aren't concerns?
Redundancy is only in the lock valves (or spillway gates due to numbers).
If problem occurs in one lock valve, that valve can be isolated and repaired
without a closure of the lock. With the miter gates, there is no redundancy.
What is done for scheduled maintenance?
If issue is discovered, and does not immediately have to be repaired, then
users can be notified and a closure can be coordinated with little impact.
It’s the unscheduled, immediate, need of a closure that impacts the users.
However, if the repairs require extended time to repair then the users are
impacted if not given a long enough lead time to prepare of the closure (a
15-30-day closure is normally coordinated a year in advance).
Is there-time based maintenance that could be based on cycles or monitored condition?
All equipment has cycle limitations. For example, we inspect anchorage
links every three years and normally cracks are found on locks with the
highest cycles.
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Are there fatigue-related issues you need more information for?
Anchorage Links are one component that has to be monitored for cracks.
Miter gates also, but can’t be monitored as often due to fact that high
stress areas are under water. De-waterings don’t occur but every 5-10
years (more likely 10 years).
What issues do you have with debris?
Lots of debris that collects above spillway gates. Has to be passed through
gates, which results in tore bottom seals. Do have one debris gate at RF
Henry Lock and one at Millers Ferry powerhouse. Debris is also present in
the locks, but we have air systems that blow/push debris from behind the
gates prior to operation. Debris in the lock culverts damages the valve
components and grease lines (many of the steel guards over the intakes
have corroded and are missing).
Caught under gate? Sometimes, but rare. Have to cycle the gates several
times to move debris or dislodge it.
In the miter? Sometimes, but rare. Have to cycle the gates several times to
move debris or dislodge it.
In the quoin and can't close the gate? No, due to having air systems for
quoin areas and gate recess areas.
What happens when the gate closes with debris in quoin? If occurred, the
SAM gates are designed with floating pintle, so the pintle shoe/ball could
move out to prevent damage to the gate. Once removed or dislodged, the
gate would move back into its normal position.
is it removed? Either cycling of gates (move back and forth) or personnel
with poles or hooks; from small boat or floating plant.
What damage results? None, if floating pintle design works (don’t see why
it would not work). However, if the log or object is large, then it would be
possible to have enough movement in the gate to cause damage the anchorage link.
What information would improve management of gate operations in the
presence of debris or ice? We don’t have ice issues in SAM. Don’t know of
any information that would help on debris.
What types of damage from debris, ice, collisions or other causes would
you like to have different, better or more information about? Damage
from debris inside lock valve culverts is hard or impossible to detect.
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Therefore, you could have grease lines broken and not know until the machinery starts making noise or vibrates.
Dewatered
What are the primary concerns for inspection, maintenance and repair
when dewatering? Any normally underwater structures or components;
pintle assembly condition, miter gate structure integrity, condition of
paint, contact block surface condition, contact block gap, grease lines.
What would you like to know before dewatering that you don't? all of the
above conditions
- Condition of quoin and gaps.
- Cracking of pintle and girders.
Past experience has proven that if you have a gap in the quoin and miter
blocks that you could have cracks in the pintle socket and/or bottom gate
girder and also broken pintle bolts (more load into the pintle that designed
for).
When dewatered, what issues are most frequently resolved? Which ones
most frequently left unresolved? What external drivers cause issues to be a
priority or not addressed?
- Most likely to be unresolved are new or slowly progressing issues that
can wait for pre-planned repair during next dewatering.
- Most likely not to be addressed are issues that take longer to repair
than the scheduled closure or require manpower/equipment that is
not available.
Of course the more issues or required maintenance that you are aware of,
the more you can plan for and be prepared to accomplish during a scheduled de-watering. At SAM, we normally de-water a lock every 10 years unless a known issue exists that requires a major closure. Major closures are
normally scheduled for 30-days and we do not have dual chambers so we
have to perform the maintenance within that time frame and get the lock
back on-line for the users. If we discover a major issue that needs to be addressed without waiting for another closure, we will coordinate with the
users for extension (very rare); if the issue is justified and possible consequences verified, if not resolved immediately. Most of the time a major issue discovered during the closure can be repaired during current closure
time, and if needed, a temporary repair can be made with a permanent repair postponed to later closure; less impact on the users. Anything we can
do to prevent impact to the waterway users is first priority, and at the
same time repair and maintain the equipment to the best condition possible.
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When dewatered, are pintle issues always addressed or not? Why?
- Depends on dewatering frequency, rate of damage progression, available resources for repair, knowledge of condition before dewatering.
- Other factors?
With the pintle being the major component of the miter gate, any issue
with the pintle is addressed (and first thing inspected). Sometimes you
may have to make a temporary repair until a permanent repair or replacement can be properly scheduled.
When dewatered, how often are gaps in quoin blocks not fixed? Why not?
Are miter block gaps less critical?
- In LRD and SAM, quoin gaps are typically filled in.
- In NWP, adjustable blocks take longer to adjust than typical 1 week
closures.
A gap in the quoin or miter blocks is bad; can cause damage to the pintle.
Therefore we go into every lock closure prepared to correct contact block
gap issues. If cracks in the pintle or broken pintle bolts are found, you
know you probably have contact block gap issues and we also check the
gap. If gap is discovered we re-surface the contact blocks with Belzona material. We have been using Belzona material for many years (15+ years)
with great success.
Fred J, CEMVR
These questions should be considered from multiple perspectives to include the operator, structural engineer, maintenance manager, etc.
Basic
What additional information would you like to have on the operational
readiness of locks?
What information would help avoid emergency or unscheduled closures?
For both of these it would help to have better information on history of
what has caused “failures” in the past and what are the most common
things that have maintenance or repair issues
More detailed
What additional information would you like to have for identifying, prioritizing and planning maintenance activities?
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We do not perform systematic or regular dewatering so getting information on submerged components would be a benefit.
Is rotating machinery a concern? Is there adequate redundancy or is the
failure rate low enough that there aren't concerns? What is done for scheduled maintenance? Is there-time based maintenance that could be based
on cycles or monitored condition?
Are there fatigue-related issues you need more information for?
We have fatigue issues with gates, but I don’t think we have a good handle
on the stresses.
What issues do you have with debris? Caught under gate? In the miter? In
the quoin and can't close the gate? What happens when the gate closes
with debris in quoin? How is it removed? What damage results?
What information would improve management of gate operations in the
presence of debris or ice? What types of damage from debris, ice, collisions
or other causes would you like to have different, better or more information about? We could use more information on the loading conditions
caused by moving gates through heavy ice.
Dewatered
What are the primary concerns for inspection, maintenance and repair
when dewatering? What would you like to know before dewatering that
you don't?
- Condition of quoin and gaps.
- Cracking of pintle and girders.
In general our dewatering are infrequent so we do not have much information on the underwater parts before dewatering, therefore planning repairs is problematic.
Hard to get a handle on loss of section from corrosion, pitting is common,
and its effect on the structure. Lack of time and funding
When dewatered, what issues are most frequently resolved? Which ones
most frequently left unresolved? What external drivers cause issues to be a
priority or not addressed?
- Most likely to be unresolved are new or slowly progressing issues that
can wait for pre-planned repair during next dewatering. correct
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- Most likely not to be addressed are issues that take longer to repair
than the scheduled closure or require manpower/equipment that is
not available. Correct. Funding is issue also
When dewatered, are pintle issues always addressed or not? Why?
- Depends on dewatering frequency, rate of damage progression, available resources for repair, knowledge of condition before dewatering.
- Other factors?
When dewatered, how often are gaps in quoin blocks not fixed? Why not?
Are miter block gaps less critical?
- In LRD and SAM, quoin gaps are typically filled in.
- In NWP, adjustable blocks take longer to adjust than typical 1 week
closures.
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